WORKBOOK – Jump Fit
INTRODUCTION
Hello and welcome to your PE class. This personal workbook includes almost everything you will
need to learn how to skip to improve your fitness. As your instructor, I will play an important part as
you progress. The booklet, posters and DVD clips should be used together to demonstrate a variety
of ways that a simple skipping rope can be used to enrich your health and well being. Be sure to
review this booklet both before and while viewing the DVD. Your skipping class will be taught using
the Personalised System for Instruction (PSI) model, while also learning Personal and Social
Responsibility (PSR).
The key design of the PSI model is that it allows for individualised learning and progression through
the course. Whether you are a beginner or currently have some skipping experience, the PSI design
will allow you to progress “as fast as you can or as slowly as you need.” Keep that little motto in
mind while you become familiar with this workbook and progress through your PE class this term.
As you will see, your improvement will happen in a way that is different from most other PE classes
you have taken. You will be asked to assume more responsibility for yourself, others and your
learning than ever before. It will be up to you to become familiar with the PSI booklet, attend class
regularly, follow class policies and work diligently toward completing your chosen course sequences.
The key ideas behind PSR in this module are that it will allow you to practice and learn to take
responsibility for yourself and others through positive decision making.
Your role in skipping class. You must become familiar with and follow your personal workbook as
an independent learning guide. Your workbook will provide nearly all the information needed to
complete the course. If you need extra help, I will be free to provide for you. I will show you a “help
signal” for getting my attention in class. You will also be expected to participate with increasing
levels of personal responsibility for yourself and your learning outcomes including respecting the
rights and feelings of others.
Your teachers’ role in skipping class: I have the important role of facilitator in your skipping module.
Your personal workbook and the DVD clips will provide most of the content and management
information you will need. That gives me more time to interact with you when you need individual
attention.
Skipping unit sequences. Your PSI skipping course contains a predetermined amount of learning
content, divided into a number of course units. Each unit will have a series of learning tasks, which
together form the unit sequence. There are three areas of study: Performance skill, Components of
fitness and Personal and Social Responsibility.
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Course Management and Policies
1. P.E. kit – You will need to have the correct BCS t-shirt and suitable footwear in order to
participate comfortably and safely in your skipping class. You are also allowed to wear shorts
in class.
2. Equipment – A skipping rope will be provided for you by the school. You may bring your own
rope if you have one at home. I will provide all other equipment needed for your class.
3. Personal workbooks – Workbooks can be collected from the coloured box at the beginning
of the lesson and I will collect them at the end of class.
4. Practice partners – Some of the learning tasks will call for you to practice with a partner and
be checked off by him/her. Any classmate can be your partner for most tasks providing you
participate safely and respectfully with him or her.
5. Starting class :
a) Arrive on time to class for the register
b) Collect your personal workbook after you get changed
c) Be sure to check off the correct day for your attendance
d) Complete the warm – up and dynamic stretching routine
e) Find a practice partner (if needed at that time).
f) Begin to practice the appropriate learning task in your sequence.
Note that you can begin as soon as you arrive apart from the first lesson. I will not wait to
begin the class with all students together.

“Getting out of the changing rooms more quickly will
allow you extra time to practice your skipping”

6. Self checks, partner checks and teacher checks- Each learning task in PSI skipping requires
that your achievement of mastery is checked off. Some of the tasks can be checked off by
you, some by a partner, and some by me. Items are checked off in the box by the person’s
initials and date. Teacher checked tasks will require that you practice for a period of time
before I watch your attempt at mastery. When you are ready and have practiced and
finished the trial blocks, signal to me to observe your criterion test. You can try as many
times as it takes to be successful
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7. Attendance policy and checking- The register will be taken in the hall before getting
changed. You must log your own attendance in the workbook by putting your initials in the
appropriate box each day.
8. Levels of responsibility – I will identify your current level on the responsibility scale. By
completing tasks from each unit you can climb the scale therefore raising your award from
Bronze through to Gold along with the skipping skills you have learned.
9. Intensity Scale – At the end of each lesson you must rate your level of participation for that
day’s lesson. You will find the intensity scale at the bottom of each page. 1 is
nonparticipant/no effort, 10 is the highest level of participation/effort. Be honest with your
rating. I will review this for you before the next week’s lesson to help you progress
PSR
PSRModel
ModelMain
MainGoal
Goal
Learning to become more responsible and learning to take responsibility in P.E. and
Learning to become more responsible
outsideand
P.E.learning
class. to take responsibility in P.E. and
outside the gym.
Responsibility Defined
“You are personally responsible if you are willing to try and to experience new things, and if you can
work on your own and develop and carry out a plan for yourself that will enhance your well being.
You are socially responsible if you respect the rights and feelings of others and are sensitive and
responsive to the well being of others. To fully carry out these responsibilities you need to attempt
to put them into practice outside PE.”
SUB-GOALS – Guidelines for becoming responsible
STUDENTS WILL:
 Respect the rights and feelings of others
 Participate and put forth effort
 Be self directed
 Be sensitive and responsive to the well-being of others (Caring)
 Transfer what they learn about being responsible outside the gym
On the next page you will see the levels of responsibility from 1-5, after you have read them
through identify were you think you are on the scale. Fill in the level you would like to
achieve at the end of this module.
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Personal and Social Responsibility Scale (Hellison)











Level Zero: Irresponsible - Blames others - Name calling - Disruptive – Negative Makes excuses - - Aggressive behaviour - Does not listen or participate,
Level One: Participates without interfering with others, participates safely around
others, demonstrates some self control, attempts to keep the peace
Level Two: Self Control - Does not call names - Controls temper - Does not disrupt
class – being self-motivated- Cruising in neutral, but not bothering anybody, learning
to try hard (failing is ok)
Level Three: Involvement - Listens and follows directions - Shows at least minimal
respect - Stays on task only when teacher is watching - Willing to try and are involved
in activities – completing tasks without teacher supervision, being able to do self
assessments, being able to set self goals
Level Four: Self Responsibility - Shows respect - Honest and fair - Admits mistakes
and apologizes -Works on activities independent of the teacher - Works with other
to settle argument quickly, helping without being arrogant, recognising needs and
feeling of others
Level Five: Caring - Exhibits all of level four - Works with everyone in the class
willingly - Compliments and encourages others - Takes care of equipment - Asks and
provides assistance to teacher and other students - Concerned with the progress of
others, teaching others in community settings, doing a personal fitness program at
home, Volunteering as a youth coach, being a good role model outside of school.

Task 1
Write down the level that you think are currently at_______________________________
What are the two main reasons that put you at this level?
1)
__________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
2)
__________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
Please circle the level you wish to be at the end of this module 1 2 3 4 5
Now, write down one GOAL you would like to have achieved by the end of this module.
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
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Refer to the these resources
before asking your teacher for help
 Booklet – read over the explanation of the activity and look at the pictures, read the
teaching tips and the common errors to help you understand
 DVD / Videos/Posters – Here you will find a full demonstration of the skill and techniques.
Be sure to pay extra attention to the key performance cues highlighted in the demo. There
are great tips in the DVD for common mistakes.
 Troubleshooting – If the DVD station is busy , read over the troubleshooting page with the
common errors of skipping
 Classmates – Don’t be afraid to ask each other for help, maybe you both are having the
same problem and can solve it together. Ask your classmate to watch you to see if they can
identify the problem, better still, why not do video analyses of your technique.

Music, A Sense of Rhythm
We will have music for all our skipping lessons,
sometimes it will be high intensity workout
music, other days we may have a theme
“1950s”, London Olympics, St. Patricks day,
Summer party, Hot hits. List what you would
like to listen to during your P.E. lesson. Reach
your teacher targets and you can.

I

My
tunes__________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________
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TO BE FILLED IN WEEKLY……………………
Attendance Register
Name -

Wk 1

Wk 2

Wk3

Wk4

Wk5

Wk6

Wk7

Wk8

Wk9

Student
Tick here
Teacher
Initials

Please fill in the register at the beginning of each lesson. You should also note if you if you had
correct kit or a note.
/ - Present, correct kit
A – Absent
NK – No Kit
N – Note
INK – Incorrect kit
________________________________________________________________________________

Rate your participation effort for after every lesson. Write the number &
reason you picked it.
Week
1

Non participant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 High level of effort

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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Weekly rewards for reaching teacher targets
Choice of rewards for reaching your weekly target
a)
b)
c)
d)

Healthy snack
Wear your own choice of t-shirt for the next lesson
Make & play your own playlist for the next lesson
A note of recognition in your homework journal

Overall Awards
a) Bronze booklet award – certificate & medal
b) Silver booklet award – certificate & medal
c) Gold booklet award – presented by Principal, certificate & trophy
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MODULE 1: Pre – Jump skills
MEASURING FITNESS & CHARTING PROGRESS
VERTICAL LEAP
Equipment Needed: Chalk or tape, tape measure
Why Is It Important? Vertical leap correlates closely with leg power and strength and is
relevant for many sports and fitness activities.
Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Date
Results day 1
Date
Results final day

STANDING BROAD JUMP
Equipment Needed: Tape measure, non-slip floor for takeoff, soft landing area preferred
Why Is It Important? The distance jumped correlates closely with leg power.

Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Date
Results day 1
Date
Results final day

ROPE JUMPING SPEED
Equipment Needed: Jump rope, stop watch or watch with a second hand
Why Is It Important? Charting jumping speed is a great way to keep children motivated and
interested in rope jumping in particular and fitness in general. In addition, increases in rope
jumping speed correlate to improvements in neuromuscular coordination and overall fitness.
Trial 1 – 30 seconds

Trial 2 – 30 seconds

Trial 3 – 30 seconds

Date
Results day 1
Date
Results final day
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ROPE JUMPING PROFICIENCY
Equipment Needed: Jump rope
Why Is It Important? Counting consecutive jumps without a miss is an effective measure of
consistency and proficiency and enables children to pursue a large number of simple, but
attainable goals. Counts can be recorded for any step and can be determined for long rope
and Double Dutch, as well as for single rope.
Trial 1 – In a row

Trial 2 – In a row

Trial 3 – In a row

Date
Results day 1
Date
Results final day

SINGLE ROPE JUMPING
1. Sizing Your Rope (Clip # 1)
Performance cues
• Stand on the middle of the rope with one foot
• Bring the handles straight up toward the ceiling like ski poles.
• For less experienced jumpers, the top of the handles should reach the shoulder; for
more experienced jumpers the top of the handles should reach the armpit.
• If the handles extend beyond your shoulders, your rope needs to be shortened.
You can shorten the rope by tying one or more knots close to the handle.
2. Rope jumping posture – Clip #2
Performance cues
• Eyes should be focused straight ahead, not down
• Keep the shoulders relaxed
• Elbows stay in tight to the ribs
• Forearms are slightly in front of the hips and angled down about 45º
• Feet should be parallel and close together
• Stay on the balls of your feet
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3. Wrist action – Clip #3
 While standing in correct posture turn small circles using the wrist
4. Jumping without a Rope – Clip #4 & #5
Performance cues
a. Keep your weight on the balls of your feet.
b. Push off from your toes.
C. Stay vertical. Don’t lean forward or backward.
d. Avoid kicking your heels back as you elevate.
e. Keep your knees soft on takeoff and on landing.
f. Barely leave the ground when you jump—just high enough to clear the
imaginary rope.
g. Land as softly and with as little sound as possible. Jump Soft.
Swing your rope to the side - Clip #6-7
a. Take both handles in one hand.
b. Spin the rope forward by rotating the wrist.
c. Keep your elbow close to your ribs.
d. Now try turning the rope with the other hand.
e. As you turn the rope, do not allow it to cross the midline of your body. The
rope should strike the ground directly in front of the ―turning‖ hand.
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Now you are ready to begin your skipping activities. Make sure your name is on
the front of the booklet in the space provided. Fill in the sections as you work
through this booklet. Remember to choose between the difficult or easy
assessments, not both. Challenge your family and friends in the skill sections
and in the conditioning sections.

Have FUN!
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Warm Ups – 5 minutes
The warm-up is a key part of preparing for vigorous physical activity. For some lessons I will
lead your warm up but on other days you can choose from one of the activities below or do
some light single rope jumping.
Long Rope skills/warm ups
1. Figure 8s – One jumper does a ―figure 8‖ around the turners, going into and out of
the turning rope. The skipper enters after the rope moves down ward in front, jumps,
then exits to the opposite side

2. Tag game – Play tag as one jumper chases a second jumper in figure 8’s. Make up
rules for your tag game

3. Jumping skills – Two footed turn (360°), on each jump make a quarter turn. Do this in
the figure 8 game.
4. High step – Raise your knee on each jump, alternating your feet as you jump over
the rope. (put a two foot bounce between each ― high step‖)
Single Rope warm ups
1. Two & one footed skills without the rope, keep to the rhythm of the music.
2. Basic bounce jumps – 30 seconds, then repeat.
3. Side to side – side straddle while moving across the hall skipping, follow this if you
can with high knees, heel flicks, twists, hamstring kicks ―can can‖.
Pair Rope warm ups
4. Spoons – one rope, two people, jump in with your partner for 30 seconds then switch
over
4. Twins –Stand side by side with your partner, with each of you holding one handle of
the same rope. Consider using a slightly longer rope than usual, especially if your
partner is much taller.Decide with your partner on a countdown (such as 1, 2, go) to
know when to begin jumping. To be successful, begin turning at the same time and
continue turning at the same speed.
5. Matching skills – Choose one jumping skill that you and your partner can do well.
Practice the skill side by side without using the rope. Begin with 8 two footed
bounces. Give the ―1, 2, ready, go‖ cue and begin the skill after ―go‖. When you have
mastered the timing, try the skill as you jump over the rope
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Activities

Booklet Instructions: Signing off skills & levels
Be sure to provide feedback to each other for correct and incorrect performance cues, until
both of you can execute the skills correctly.
PARTNER CHECKED – Find a partner and demonstrate to each other the proper performance cues.
Be sure to provide feedback to each other for correct and incorrect performance cues, until both of
you can execute it correctly.
SELF CHECKED – Practice and record your attempts/results yourself in the boxes provided
TEACHER CHECKED – The teacher witnesses and records results for you after your mastery attempt
MASTERY STUDENT – A mastery student may be an expert skipper or a student who has completed
the booklet. If the teacher is unavailable or you would rather have it checked by a classmate you
may ask a classmate that is at level 4-5 or 2 levels above you on the PSR ladder.
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Activities
Be sure to try all skills without a rope first. Refer to the posters, DVD, and teacher for extra help.
Two footed jump: Clip #11




Bell: Clip #11



Posture erect, legs together
Take off & land on both feet
Jump over the rope on each turn
Teaching Tip – Land softly on the balls of feet, putting
heels down. Avoid looking at the floor

Common errors



Jumping too high, heavy landing
Poor posture & or arm actions

Posture erect, legs together
Jump slightly forward then back on
each turn of the rope.

Teaching Tip – Use line on the floor as point of
reference

Common errors
 Jumping too far forward or back,
twisting of the hips

Partner checked

Number of consecutive two footed jump...
20

Assessment - Easy
Number of consecutive two footed jump...
10

Number of consecutive bell jumps
20

Number of consecutive bell jumps
10

Partner Initials

Partner Initials

Assessment - Difficult

Excellent

Yours
Success Rating
Can Improve
Good

Excellent

Yours
Success Rating
Can Improve
Good
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TASK 1
Analysis of Performance, The Perfect Model

“A perfect model is a mental image of the correct technique”

Step 1: Watch the video clip of the two footed jump (clip #11). Take note of the
perfect models technique, his posture, his arm position, his feet, his take off &
landings
Step 2: Practice the two footed jump with your partner until you are ready to be
filmed. Use your smart phone or the school camera. Record from two angles one
from the side and the other face on, exactly like the perfect model clip.
Step 3: Give your partner some feedback on their technique. Refer to the
troubleshooting page for common errors.
“Good coaches will know what
they are looking for whenever
they observe a
sportsperson
perform and will be able to
describe the Perfect Model when
feedback.”
Step 4: Whenever yougiving
analyse
a performance you should look

for strengths and weaknesses. Once you are ready to provide feedback be sure to
talk about the good things you have seen before correcting any weaknesses.
Step 5: Beginners only need small amounts of feedback at key times. All performers
should be given time to consider their own feelings about the performance rather
than being told what they should think. Feedback should always motivate the
performer as well as correct the technique.
Partner Strengths
Initials
1.
2.

Weakness
1.
2.

Use these cues in your feedback; accuracy, control of speed, body control, hand to eye coordination, timing, efficiency (use of energy), spatial awareness (staying on the one spot)
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TASK 2____

Name ________________________________________

Date _______________

Write three (3) goals that YOU really want to accomplish!!!!
1) One skipping goal (e.g. up skill in skipping, increase activity level, lose weight):
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
2) One academic/school goal (create a study plan, balance exercise better with study, join an after
school club, “clean day”, no notes & behaved well):
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
3) One goal for outside of school/class time (e.g. join running, boxing club, coach younger pupils)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
List at least one person who you will tell your goal to – who will support you and hold you
accountable to your goal (adult, guardian, relation):
A.___________________________________________________________________________
B.___________________________________________________________________________
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Activities
Slalom: Clip #13




Twister: Clip #14


Posture erect, legs together
Shoulders face forward.
Actions mimic a skier, jump to the left & right



Teaching Tip – use a line on the floor as point of
reference

Common errors



Jumping too far to each side
Twisting the hips

Keep shoulders facing forward & look
ahead. Legs stay together.
Only lower body twist from side to
side

Teaching Tip – Look forward at a spot in the
wall to assist with posture

Common errors
 Losing balance from twisting too
far. Twisting shoulders

Partner checked

Number of consecutive two slalom jumps...
20

Assessment - Easy
Number of consecutive slalom jumps...
10

Number of consecutive twist jumps
20

Number of consecutive twist jumps
10

Partner Initials

Partner Initials

Assessment - Difficult

Excellent

Yours
Success Rating
Can Improve
Good

Excellent

Yours
Success Rating
Can Improve
Good

Endurance (self checked)
This endurance jumping activity must be performed with no misses. It requires concentration
and focus. Ask a partner to time you. Tick the time you successfully jumped.
15 seconds

30 seconds

45seconds

1minute

more
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Activities
Jumping Jax: Clip #15



Scissors: Clip #16

Teaching Tip – use a line on the floor as reference
point

Common errors





Legs alternate:together,straddle,together,straddle
Keep the straddle position within frame of body

Feet too far apart in straddle position
Rope will catch if feet are too wide

Legs alternate in two straddle
positions as one foot land in front of
the body & the other lands behind

Teaching Tip – Make sure you can perform
this without the rope first. Keep the straddle
position narrow

Common errors
 Feet too far apart in the straddle
position

Number of consecutive Jumping jax ...
20

Assessment - Easy
Number of consecutive Jumping Jax...
10

Number of consecutive scissors jumps
20

Number of consecutive scissors jumps
10

Partner Initials

Partner Initials

Assessment - Difficult

Excellent

Yours
Success Rating
Can Improve
Good

Excellent

Yours
Success Rating
Can Improve
Good

30 second speed jump (partner checked)
“Ready, set, go...” for 30 seconds. Jump as fast as you can, misses do not matter. Have someone
time and count the jumps that are completed.
30 second score
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Activities
Well done, you have reached the final two footed activity in this section. Ask your teacher or a
mastery student to observe and sign off on this assessment. You can attempt it as many time as you
wish before taking the assessment.
X - It: Clip #17


Assessment – Difficult & Easy

Legs alternate between straddle and feet with cross at
the ankle with each jump
Teaching Tip – Perform the skill without the rope first.
Keep the straddle position narrow for balance

Number of consecutive X - It ...
30
Number of consecutive X – It (easier)
15
Teacher signature

Yours

Success Rating
Can
Excellent
Good
Improve

Common errors


Feet too far apart in the straddle position
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Activities – Conditioning
Speed Drill

This drill is designed to assist you in building a capacity for quickness and speed.
Basic Interval Drill – Clip #51 (partner -checked)
Technique: Start with 5 seconds of Two Footed Jumps with the rope as fast as possible, then,
holding the rope, run on the spot for 5 seconds as fast as possible. Repeat. Try to increase
the length of the intervals until they are each 15 seconds long. Choose how long you want
to do it for.
Add difficulty - Try jumping backwards while performing this drill
15 seconds

30 seconds

1minute

Agility Drills
Basic Footwork Drill – Clip #55 (practice)
Technique: Eight two footed jumps followed by four slalom and four scissors
Add difficulty: Increase speed. Do not bring legs together in between each scissor
movement.
Completed

yes/no

Agility ladder Out and In – Clip #58 (practice)



Set up an agility ladder on the floor using tape.
Using straddles, move forwards along the ladder straddling the outer sides, then
jumping in a Two – Foot jump in between
Add difficulty: Try with rope turning backwards. Increase the speed you travel through the
ladder.
Completed

yes/no
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Box Drill Forward – Clip63 # (practice)


Place four X marks with tape on the floor (alternatively use cones) about 6-7 feet
apart as so:
A
B

D
C
 Move from A to B with shuffle (side step)
 Alternating step from B to C
 Shuffle starting with right foot
 Alternating step back from D to A
Add difficulty: Increase speed. Add skills to complete at each corner (e.g. 2 double unders, 2
front crosses)
Completed
yes/no

Strength Drill
Mountain Climber (No Rope) & with rope
Mountain Climber: Clip #40/ #41





Start with several Two Foot Jumps. Bend forward at
the hips.
Place hands close to ground near feet mimicking
turning action and step back with the right leg into a
running race starting position – left leg is bent at 90
degrees at the knee right leg is straight.
Switch legs

Assessment – Difficult & Easy
Add a rope to increase difficulty
Clip # 41

Teaching Tip – keep core muscles tight. Don’t arch
neck. Watch body alignment so hips, shoulders, and
neck are in line. Don’t bend knee past 90 degrees.

Number of consecutive climbs with
rope….
20
Number of consecutive climbs without
rope (easier)….
20
Teacher signature

Yours

Success Rating
Common errors


Bending knees past 90 degrees. Heavy landings.
Not stretching back leg out far enough, or
stretching too far.

Excellent

Good

Can
Improve
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Intermediate Strength Drills, GIVE IT A GO!
Basic Push up: Clip #43
 Start with some two foot jumps. After jumping
the rope bend forward at the hips placing hands
on the floor in front of body and legs stretched
out behind with neck, back, hips, and legs
aligned in push up position.
 After bringing feet back to start position, and
while standing up jump the rope again.
Teaching Tip – You need good wrist and upper body
strength to do this. Keep torso tight. Don’t arch neck.

Common errors
 Placing hands too far apart or too close
 Not keeping body in alignment

Basic Donkey Kick Clips #45, #46
 Put hands on the floor about
shoulder width apart. Kick feet up
into a handstand
 When in handstand position,
bend knees and kick feet back
into starting position.
Teaching Tip – keep core muscles tight. Don’t
arch the neck

Common errors
 Placing hands too far out from
body, too close together or too
spread apart.

Basic Push up, completed

yes/no

Basic Donkey Kick, completed

yes/no
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Completion of Section 1 – Two – Foot Skills
Tick off the skills you can do in each of the skill charts in section 1. (They can be signed by
parent/guardian if students take the books home)

Two- Foot Skills I can do:
Name of Skill
Two – Foot Jump
Bell
Slalom
Twister
Jumping Jax
Scissors
X-It

Check

Signature _____________________________________________________________

Now that you have successfully completed section 1 of the booklet it is time to take on another task.
Remember all bronze awards must be completed before moving on to the silver.
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Task 3 – Bronze
Warm up routine
Make up a warm up routine with five different skills you have learned in section1 and
describe it in the box below. The warm up must be completed using a single rope.

Signature of participant/s: ___________________ __________________ _____________
Teachers’ signature: _______________________

Put the warm up you have designed above into practice and
ask the participants to sign and check it off. Complete the
task and you are on the way to the medal podium with a
bronze. (Level 3 PSR)
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Section 2

One-Foot Skills

Practice ALL the skills below before moving on to the boxer assessment.
One-Foot Jump, Clip #18 (partner checked)
Find a partner and demonstrate to each other the proper technique for the one foot jump
without a rope first then with a skipping rope. Be sure to provide feedback to each other for
correct and incorrect performance points, until you both can execute this skill correctly.
Technique:
1. Posture is erect.
2. Jump repeatedly on one foot on each turn of the rope (start with eight jumps on
each side).
Teaching Tips: Partner claps a rhythm to match. Ensure participants look forward at a spot
on the wall to help with posture and concentration
Common Errors: Irregular rhythm, kicking heels back and bending over.
Kangaroo Kid (self checked)
During this routine you will practice turning the rope forward and also backwards. You will
also combine one and two foot jumps There are four parts to this activity:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Jump forward (on the spot) on two feet 10 times
Jump backward on two feet 10 times
Jump forward on one foot 10 times
Jump backward on one foot 10 times

All of these parts (a, b, c & d) must be completed without misses
*Remember – Jumping always refers to using two feet. Hopping always refers to using one
foot
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Countdown – Preparatory skill for “Boxer” (self check)
The countdown builds leg strength and coordination.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Begin by hopping 5 times on right foot
Switch to left foot and hop 5 times
Now, switch back to right foot and hop 4 times
The left foot takes a turn, hopping 4 times
Hop 3 times on right foot
Hop 3 times on left foot
Hop 2 times on right
Hop 2 times on left foot
Hop once on each foot and the countdown is finished

Challenge activity: Once you have mastered it forwards try doing this activity backwards.

TASK 4 - Bronze
Jump a square – Preparatory skill for travelling (mastery/teacher checked)
a) Jump 4 times moving forward
b) Jump 4 times moving to the right
c) Jump 4 times moving backwards
d) Jump 4 times moving to the left
Teaching Tip: Always jump with both feet together

Challenge activity: Once you have mastered it jumping try doing this activity hopping. Hop a
square on the right foot then the left foot.

Try pairing up with two or more people to perform “jump a square”
together. It will take practice, start together and jump at the same
speed. Start at “Ready, Set, Go” while both counting the jumps.
Listen to the beat of your feet to see if you are together. Complete
this task and you are still on track for a bronze. (Level 3 PSR)

Signature of participant/s: ___________________ __________________ _____________
Teachers’ signature: _______________________
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Activities: Section 2
As always, practice the skills below without a rope first.
Boxer: Clip #19



Alternating step: Clip #20

Posture is erect
Jump two times on each foot (RR – LL)
Teaching Tip – Partner claps a rhythm to match

Common errors





Alternate feet from left to right, left,
right, etc.

Posture is erect

Begin slowly and gradually increase
speed as skill improves.
Teaching Tip – Partner claps a rhythm to
match

Common errors
 Arm rotation and jumping timing
is off
(Partner Checked)

Irregular rhythm, kicking heels back
Difficulty switching feet

Assessment - Difficult
How many seconds can you do the boxer
without any misses?
Secs/min

Assessment - Easy
Number of boxer hops in 30 seconds

Number of alternating steps in 30 seconds
How many seconds can you alternate both
feet for (1 hop on each foot)?
Secs/min
Partner Initials

Excellent

Yours
Success Rating
Can Improve
Good

Partner Initials

Excellent

Yours
Success Rating
Can Improve
Good
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UPSKILLING
ARM ACTION SKILLS TO PRACTICE, Watch the DVD
clips
Front Cross Arms Only – Clip #27 & #28
Technique – Form open arm position, cross your arms across
your chest, forearms facing body.
Front Cross Toe Catch – Clip #29
Technique –Start with rope behind the body, bring over head and, as it clears the head,
stretch to cross arms in front of the body. Catch the rope under feet (don’t jump over).
Alternatively, start with several Two-Foot jumps first.
Front Cross– Clip #30
Technique –As the rope goes overhead, stretch to cross arms in front of body. Jump through
the loop created by crossing arms. Arms uncross as the rope goes over the head on the next
turn of the rope
Side Swing – Clip # 31
Technique –Swing rope to the right, holding the left arm across the body and the right arm
to the side. Repeat on the other side. Hands and wrists move in a figure 8 motion as they
switch from one side to the other.
Side Swing Cross – Clip #32
Technique –Do a Side-Swing to the right, then bring the right arm across the body to create
a loop (Front Cross). Jump through the loop. Pull the left arm out (uncross) and swing the
rope on the left side. Bring the left arm across the body to create a loop and jump through
the loop.
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TASK 5 - SILVER

1) Practice, perform and evaluate the arm action skills by doing a video
analysis of your technique. Use your Smartphone or the school camera to capture your
current ability level. Compare your technique with the perfect models on the DVD and fill
in your thoughts in the box below before moving on to part 2.
(students) Arm Action Strengths
1.
2.

Arm Action Weakness
1.
2.

2) Show your video clips to the teacher or mastery student and write down the two
strengths and the two suggestions they provide to you.
(Teachers) Arm Action Strengths
1.
2.

Arm Action Weakness
1.
2.

Teachers’/mastery students’ signature _________________________________

3) Which arm skill can you perform the best? __________________________________
4) Which one would you like to improve the most? _____________________________
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REMEMBER to practice the skills first without your skipping rope
Heel Tap: Clip #21




Toe Tap: Clip #22


Alternate feet, tapping heel out in front
Begin slowly, gradually increase speed
Keep body weight over jumping foot for balance
Teaching Tip – Partner claps a rhythm to match.
Look forward at a spot on the wall to concentrate.

Common errors



Irregular rhythm, slow weight transfer
Jumping too high. Tapping heel too far
forward

Jump alternating feet, tapping the toe on
the floor behind

Keep body weight over the jumping foot

Begin slowly and gradually increase
speed as skill improves.
Teaching Tip – Partner claps a rhythm to match

Common errors
 Irregular rhythm, slow weight
transfer, jumping too high, tapping
toe far behind the body

Assessment - Easy

Assessment - Difficult
How many heel taps can you do in a row
without any misses?

Number of heel taps you and your partner
can do in a row

Attempt it x 3 times

Attempt it x2 times

How many toe taps can you do in a row
without any misses?

Number of tow taps you and your partner
can do in a row

Attempt it x 3 times

Attempt it x 2 times

Partner Initials

Excellent

Yours
Success Rating
Can Improve
Good

Partner Initials

Excellent

Yours
Success Rating
Can Improve
Good
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Heel Toe Tap: Clip #23


High Step: Clip #24


Jump alternating feet, tapping first the right heel in
front, then right toe behind, then left heel in front,
then left toe behind




Teaching Tip – Partner claps a rhythm to match.
Look forward at a spot on the wall to concentrate.

After Two-Foot jump, raise one knee for
one jump, Two –Foot jump, raise the
other knee for one jump
Raise knee to waist high
Try without a Two-Foot jump in between
each high step for an added challenge

Teaching Tip – Start with a low raised knee to
help keep balance and gradually increase height.

Common errors



Irregular rhythm, slow weight transfer
Jumping too high. Tapping heel too far behind
the body

Common errors
 Irregular rhythm, slow weight
transfer,
 Not raising knee high enough, losing
balance

Assessment - Easy

Assessment - Difficult
How many heel toe taps can you do in a row
without any misses?

Number of heel toe taps you and your
partner can do in a row

Attempt it x 3 times

Attempt it x2 times

How many high steps can you do in a row
without any misses?

Number of high steps you and your partner
can do in a row

Attempt it x 3 times

Attempt it x 2 times

Partner Initials

Excellent

Yours
Success Rating
Can Improve
Good

Partner Initials

Excellent

Yours
Success Rating
Can Improve
Good
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Well done you have reached the final activities in the one-foot jumps section. Please ensure your
teacher signs off on the final two assessments on this page.
Kick step: Clip #25




Can Can: Clip #26

Do Two-Foot jumps then kick one leg to the front
for one jump. Two-Foot jump.
Kick other leg to the front for one jump.
Kick leg to waist height.



Teaching Tip –Look forward at a spot on the wall to
concentrate. Start with a low kick to help balance



Combine the high step and kick step
(Two-Foot jump, raise right knee for one
jump, Two-Foot jump, kick right leg for
one jump, Two-Foot jump, repeat on left
side).
Keep body weight over jumping foot for
balance

Teaching Tip – Clap a rhythm to match.

Common errors



Irregular rhythm, slow weight transfer
Not raising knee high enough, losing balance

Common errors
 Irregular rhythm, slow weight
transfer,
 losing balance, trying to lift knee
and kick during once jump

Assessment - Easy

Assessment - Difficult
How many kick steps can you do in a row
without any misses?

Number of kick steps you can do in
30seconds

Number

Number

How many Can Can steps can you do in a
row without any misses?

Number of Can Can steps you can do in
30seconds

Number

Number

Teachers Initials

Excellent

Yours

Success Rating
Can Improve
Good

Teachers Initials

Excellent

Yours

Success Rating
Can Improve
Good
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Completion of Section 2 - One Foot Skills
Check off the skills you can do in each of the skill charts in section 1. (They can be signed by
parent/guardian if students take the books home)

One- Foot Skills I can do:
Name of Skill

Check

One-Foot Jump
Boxer
Alternating Step
Heel Tap
Toe Tap
Heel Toe Tap
High Step
Kick Step
Can Can

Signature _____________________________________________________________

Now that you have successfully completed section 2 of the booklet it is time to take on another task,
a SILVER task! All silver awards must be completed before moving on to the Gold.
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TASK 6 – SILVER, Level 3-4 PSR
Footwork Skills – Put together some of the footwork skills in a pattern to make up a special
combination. Use a combo of Two-Foot and One-Foot skills. Write it in the box below or
draw pictures of it.
Tip – Perform it in counts of 8’s to maintain a good rhythm. Listen to the music to keep
time. Why not try and choreograph it to a song you like, ask classmates to join in, HAVE
FUN!

Teachers’ signature ______________________________________
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Time to get fit or Time to have fun????
Chose between conditioning drills (this page) or long rope activities (warm up section) or
pair rope games from the poster.

INTERMEDIATE – Speed Drill
Boxer Pace Drill – Clip#52
Technique: Start with 8 Two-Foot jumps. Using sets of two Boxers (eight counts – RR, LL, RR,
LL) alternated with eight Two-Foot jumps, start slowly and build up to as fast as possible
without making errors, then work back down to starting pace. This could start with five sets
of Two-Foot Jumps and Boxers getting faster, then five sets getting slower. Repeat 5 times
Add Difficulty: Try jumping backwards while performing this drill

Running Rounds Drill – Clip #53
Technique: Start with eight Two – Foot Jumps. Then eight Alternating Steps. Repeat several
times (as long as required) while getting faster
Add difficulty: Try jumping backwards while performing this drill.
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INTERMEDIATE - Agility DRILL
Footwork Drill – Clip #56







Two-Foot Jump- 8x
Right Toe Tap, Left Toe Tap, Right Heel Tap, Left Heel Tap, Right Heel Tow
Tap, Left Heel Toe Tap, Right Heel Tap, Left Heel Tap
Straddle to Scissors (no jump in between) – 4x
Alternating knee up – 4x
Alternating kick Step – 4x
Two-Foot Jump – 8x

Add Difficulty: Remove the jumps in between the Knee Up and Kick Steps. Increase Speed.
Add more repetitions of the heel Tap, Toe Tap section

Agility Ladder Out and In – Clip #58



Set up an agility ladder on the floor using tape, with at least 10 rungs
Using straddles, move forwards along the ladder straddling the outer sides,
then jumping in a Two-Foot Jump in between

Add Difficulty: Try with rope turning backwards, increase speed.
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INTERMEDIATE - Power Drill
10 Up and 10 Down – Clip #71
Technique: Alternate One-Foot Jumps from right to left starting with one jump on the right,
and one jump on the left then two jumps on the right, and two jumps on the left. Continue
until you have reached 10 jumps on each foot. Continue then in the same manner but going
back down to 9 jumps on each then 8 jumps on each, etc….
1R, 1L, 2R, 2L, 3R, 3L, 4R, 4L, 5R, 5L, 6R, 6L, 7R, 7L, 8R, 8L, 9R, 9L, 10R, 10L, 9R, 9L, 8R, 8L, 7R,
7L, 6R, 6L, 5R, 5L, 4R, 4L, 3R, 3L, 2R, 2L, 1R, 1L
Add difficulty: Increase speed. Slow down drill but use higher jumps to improve lower body
strength. Try while jumping backwards.

Well done, have some

then do some static

.

Completion of conditioning drills
Teacher signature _____________
Student Signature _____________

Well done for taking the extra challenge. Chose a reward for next
week’s PE lesson.
Reward Choice ___________
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Pair Rope Jumping (Use the poster for more difficult pair tasks)
Twins
• Stand side by side with your partner, with each of you holding one handle of the same
rope. Consider using a slightly longer rope than usual, especially if your partner is much
taller.
• Decide with your partner on a countdown (such as 1, 2, go) to know when to begin
jumping.
• To be successful, begin turning at the same time and continue turning at the same speed.
The set-up for Twins & Spoons in action

Spoons
• Decide with your partner who will turn first. The other partner will jump.
• The jumper can face toward, away, or perpendicular to the turner.
• Decide with your partner on a countdown (such as 1, 2, go) to know when to begin
jumping.
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Silver Task 7
Make Up a Partner Skill Challenge
Choose three SKILLs and an amount of TIME (e.g. 30
seconds, 60 seconds), and then challenge a friend to
see who can make the most jumps.

Partner Challenge
Skill

Time

e.g. Scissors

Scores

30 sec

Signature

Me

My friend
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Fitness (Endurance and Strength)
Improve your endurance by increasing your jumping time. Pick a length of time to skip for
using any skill you have learned. Challenge yourself!
Date

Time
1:00
2:00
3:00
4:00
5:00
6:00
7:00

Signature
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Gold Task
T Pre

What is your Leader Level?

Read and answer the questions below, there are
no right or wrong answers, be honest.

Your school plays a big part in
shaping your attitudes towards sport.
There are many roles you could try in
addition to playing the sport, like
coaching younger teams to see if
teaching may be a hidden talent!
Earning a qualification by taking
courses and awards may help guide
you towards longer-term job
prospects.

Outside influences and social
groupings may mean you take up
a certain sport or avoid it
altogether. One thing’s certain,
we’ve got more leisure time than
ever, and so why not do
something physical with it?

In school, what influences the amount of participation and the range of sports in which
you participate?
1. Exam courses and sports performance awards - how do GAA coaching,
spikeball leaders’ award etc help? Can these courses lead to a career in
sport?____________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
2. Facilities - does your school have a swimming pool, Astroturf pitch, sports hall or
tenniscourts?
_________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
3. Extra-curricular activities - what sports activity does your school have outside
of PE lessons?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
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4. Attitude of staff - are they positive? Do they have favourite sports? What if your
favourite isn’t the same as theirs?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
5. Links with sports clubs - are you introduced to clubs in the
area?____________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
6. Opportunities to be a leader – from your time in school what opportunities
have been presented to take a role as a leader? (e.g. school shows, mini
company, coaching awards)
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
7. Opportunities taken – from your time in school, write down the times when you
did take on a role as leader
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
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TAKE THE OPPORTUNITY AHEAD
Have you the motivation, inspiration and leadership
qualities to take the first GOLD award?

Task to Transfer to Level 5 of the PSR ladder
 Firstly, a huge well done to you for reaching the Gold standard tasks.
You have already showed excellent participation and efforts by
practicing and completing the skipping skills from section 1 & 2. (Level
2)
 You have completed tasks without my supervision, you have set self
goals to achieve, you have assessed yourself and others in your class
(level 3)
 You have listened well and helped others without being arrogant. You
have worked in pairs and groups during class (level 4)
To reach level 5 on the personal, social responsibility ladder you must
complete the following task outside of school.
Pick one of the following options where you will volunteer as a part time
coach/leader. You must do one hour a week for as long as you can. Plan your
session well in advance.
Boxercise class – Take a warm up or skipping session in the Monday boxercise
class for a number of weeks.
Primary School – Lead a 40 minute skipping session with students from our local
primary school. Do this for 3 weeks.
Awareness talk – Conduct an “awareness talk” for a group of level 2 students
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Leader option _____________________
Venue ___________________________
Witness Signature__________________
Hours Logged _____________________
Teacher Initials ______

What did you enjoy the most about the experience?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________

What did you find challenging or difficult?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
What advice would you give to one of your peers before taking this
task?_________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
List two of your strengths from this task
1.________________________________________________________
2. _______________________________________________________
How can you further your role as a leader in the community or after you leave
school?_______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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Activities: Section 3 Multiple Under Skills
Multiple Under skills utilise a high degree of coordination, also needing wrist, core, and leg strength.
Double Under: Clip #33




Double Under Cross: Clip #34


Begin by practicing slow high jumps without a rope.
Once landings are perfected, use a rope so that on the
slow high jump, turn the rope at double speed using
the wrists so the rope goes under twice.
Land with knees slightly bent and make another
immediate jump,

Similar to double under with the
exception that the participant crosses
their arms during one or both
rotations
.
Teaching Tip – You need to have mastered
both double under and front cross before
attempting this skill

Teaching Tip – Ensure you can complete the slow
high jump with a proper landing

Common errors





Not jumping high enough
Using arms instead of wrists making it impossible
to turn fast enough
Landing in a squat
Heavy landings, bending forward at the waist

Common errors
 Not jumping high enough
 Not crossing arms far enough
across chest.

(Mastery Checked)

Assessment - Difficult
Tick how many Double Under cross jumps
you can do in a row
2
5
8
10
12

15

8

Teacher Initials

Excellent

Assessment - Easy
Tick how many Double Unders you can do in
a row
1
2
4
6

Yours

Success Rating
Can Improve
Good

10

Teacher Initials

Excellent

Yours

Success Rating
Can Improve
Good
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Advanced Conditioning Drills
15 Second Speed drill – Clip #54
Technique – Using the alternating step, go as fast as possible for 15 seconds without
stopping
Add Difficulty – Over time, work up to one minute of speed drill without stopping for rest
Completed

Yes/No

15 Second Speed drill – Clip #56
Ask your partner to call out the following skills as you jump
 Two Foot Jump – 8x
 Right Toe Tap, Left Toe Tap, Right Heel Tap, Left Heel Tap, Right Heel Toe Tap, Left
heel Toe Tap, Right Heel Tap, Left Heel Tap
 Straddle – 8x
 Scissors – 8x
 Alternating knee up – 4x
 Alternating Kick step – 8x
 Two Foot Jump – 8x
Try and keep to the beat of the music to complete this task. Ask a partner to join you and
see if you both can complete it without any misses.
Completed

Yes/No

Double Under Intervals (Power Drill) – Clip #72
Technique – Alternate two Boxers (RR, LL) with two double unders. Continue as long as
desired – starting from 10 seconds working up to one minute or longer
Add Difficulty – Increase the speed or try it backwards.
Completed

Yes/No
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Well done! You have reached the FINAL WEEK our
skipping module.
Now it’s time to take those fitness tests again and prepare
for our “Skip Across “challenge.
Tick the following tasks off as you complete them to earn
your overall award.


Completion of all four fitness tests again and scores recorded

Practice and polish our chosen skipping combination for the big event

Tickets sold and cash returned to school

Reflection on PSR Level, did you meet your GOAL?

Interview /reflection on video after the big event
 Final Medal Award ___________________________
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